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And – Begin with right, loose curved 5 hand in front
of left side of chest, palm facing self and fingers
pointing to left. (Thumb is held down behind
fingers, but not so far down that it’s touching the
palm.) Move the hand across to the right side of
the chest and, as you move it, close the fingers
together. The ending handshape will look similar
to a flattened O, but slightly more rounded, fingers
pointing left. This ending position is referred to as
the “and hand.” (See Basic Handshapes chart.)

Bad / naughty – Start with the right open hand in

front of the lips, palm facing self (fingertips pointing
upward at a slight angle). In one smooth, deliberate
movement, take hand from the mouth, rotate palm
to the left, and push it down, at least as far as the
center of your chest. Palm ends facing down. Think
of removing something distasteful from the mouth.
Sign can be made with two hands. In that case, right
hand does the same movement, and left open hand
is held flat and palm facing up to stop the right hand
as it’s coming down.

Excuse me. / to forgive – Hold left open hand
(palm facing up and fingers angled to the right)
in front of chest. Brush fingertips of the right
bent B hand, palm facing in, down the lower half
of the open upturned palm of the left hand, two
times. Fingers brush from heel of hand to just
off fingertips. Alternate: Sign is also frequently
made using open right hand rather than a bent
B.
Good – Start with the right open hand in front of
the lips, palm facing self (fingertips pointing
upward at a slight diagonal to the left). Move
hand out from the mouth and down until back of
right hand hits palm of left hand, which should
be held high in front of left side of chest with
open hand angled in, palm facing your face,
fingertips facing right.
Goodbye – Natural gesture made when leaving:
hold up right open hand, palm facing forward,
bend and unbend the four fingers (together) a
couple times.

